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Food and Non-food Discounters -
UK

“In both food and non-food retailing discounters are
making a big impact and they still have some way to go.
We expect a period of consolidation in non-food
discounting which will begin with Poundland absorbing
99p Stores. But even with that bonus Poundland and its
multi-price peers led by B&M ...

Jewellery Retailing - UK

“The jewellery retail market follows a strong year in
2014 when falling precious metal prices and economic
improvements boosted spending in the market. Young
women stand out as being the biggest purchasers of
jewellery for themselves, driven by their appetite for
branded jewellery and the trend for layering and
stacking ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook: Quarterly Update - UK

“The generally positive outlook of the economic climate,
and the benefits that are gradually being witnessed at
the individual level, means that the people of Britain are
finally regaining their confidence. For the first time
since the economic downturn, Mintel’s data shows that
more people feel better off compared to ...

Watches - UK

“As the smartwatch market develops, the smartwatch
could become the latest desirable fashion accessory,
posing a direct threat to the fashion watch market as
both attract a young demographic. While uptake of
smartwatches has been slow due to caution surrounding
first editions of new technologies, this is likely to change
...

Footwear Retailing - UK

“The footwear sector is exceptionally fragmented with
footwear specialists losing share to non-specialists, as
clothing retailers, sports stores and pureplays all grow
their focus on the market. Specialists can use their
expertise in the market to stand out by providing
exceptional customer service and a wider range of shoes
in ...

Sports Goods Retailing - UK

"The specialist sporting goods market is estimated to
have enjoyed a good 2014 with the market growing. We
expect 2015 to be another good year for the market
reflecting a more confident consumer who is more
willing to spend on discretionary items."

- Nick Carroll, Retail Analyst

Online Retailing - UK

Growth in total online sales slowed to 13.2% in 2014
following surprisingly strong growth of 15.3% in 2013.
This represents a return to a longer term trend of
decelerating growth as the market matures and we
expect this to continue over the next five years.
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